may be acquired or inherited (Chap. 430). Acquired abnormalities are
usually associated with myelodysplasia, may lead to either a macro- or
microcytic anemia, and are frequently associated with mitochondrial
iron loading. In these cases, iron is taken up by the mitochondria of
the developing erythroid cell but not incorporated into heme. The
iron-encrusted mitochondria surround the nucleus of the erythroid
cell, forming a ring. Based on the distinctive finding of so-called ringed
sideroblasts on the marrow iron stain, patients are diagnosed as having a sideroblastic anemia—almost always reflecting myelodysplasia.
Again, studies of iron parameters are helpful in the differential diagnosis of these patients.

An overriding principle is to initiate treatment of mild to moderate anemia only when a specific diagnosis is made. Rarely, in the
acute setting, anemia may be so severe that red cell transfusions
are required before a specific diagnosis is available. Whether the
anemia is of acute or gradual onset, the selection of the appropriate
treatment is determined by the documented cause(s) of the anemia. Often, the cause of the anemia is multifactorial. For example, a
patient with severe rheumatoid arthritis who has been taking antiinflammatory drugs may have a hypoproliferative anemia associated
with chronic inflammation as well as chronic blood loss associated
with intermittent gastrointestinal bleeding. In every circumstance,
it is important to evaluate the patient’s iron status fully before and
during the treatment of any anemia. Transfusion is discussed in
Chap. 138e; iron therapy is discussed in Chap. 126; treatment
of megaloblastic anemia is discussed in Chap. 128; treatment
of other entities is discussed in their respective chapters (sickle
cell anemia, Chap. 127; hemolytic anemias, Chap. 129; aplastic
anemia and myelodysplasia, Chap. 130).
Therapeutic options for the treatment of anemias have expanded
dramatically during the past 30 years. Blood component therapy
is available and safe. Recombinant EPO as an adjunct to anemia
management has transformed the lives of patients with chronic
renal failure on dialysis and reduced transfusion needs of anemic
cancer patients receiving chemotherapy. Eventually, patients with
inherited disorders of globin synthesis or mutations in the globin
gene, such as sickle cell disease, may benefit from the successful
introduction of targeted genetic therapy (Chap. 91e).
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CHAPTER 77

Blood Loss/Hemolytic Anemia In contrast to anemias associated with an
inappropriately low reticulocyte production index, hemolysis is associated with red cell production indices ≥2.5 times normal. The stimulated erythropoiesis is reflected in the blood smear by the appearance
of increased numbers of polychromatophilic macrocytes. A marrow
examination is rarely indicated if the reticulocyte production index is
increased appropriately. The red cell indices are typically normocytic
or slightly macrocytic, reflecting the increased number of reticulocytes.
Acute blood loss is not associated with an increased reticulocyte production index because of the time required to increase EPO production and, subsequently, marrow proliferation. Subacute blood loss may
be associated with modest reticulocytosis. Anemia from chronic blood
loss presents more often as iron deficiency than with the picture of
increased red cell production.
The evaluation of blood loss anemia is usually not difficult. Most
problems arise when a patient presents with an increased red cell production index from an episode of acute blood loss that went unrecognized. The cause of the anemia and increased red cell production may
not be obvious. The confirmation of a recovering state may require
observations over a period of 2–3 weeks, during which the hemoglobin concentration will rise and the reticulocyte production index fall
(Chap. 129).
Hemolytic disease, while dramatic, is among the least common
forms of anemia. The ability to sustain a high reticulocyte production
index reflects the ability of the erythroid marrow to compensate for
hemolysis and, in the case of extravascular hemolysis, the efficient
recycling of iron from the destroyed red cells to support red cell production. With intravascular hemolysis, such as paroxysmal nocturnal
hemoglobinuria, the loss of iron may limit the marrow response. The
level of response depends on the severity of the anemia and the nature
of the underlying disease process.
Hemoglobinopathies, such as sickle cell disease and the thalassemias, present a mixed picture. The reticulocyte index may be high
but is inappropriately low for the degree of marrow erythroid hyperplasia (Chap. 127).
Hemolytic anemias present in different ways. Some appear suddenly
as an acute, self-limited episode of intravascular or extravascular hemolysis, a presentation pattern often seen in patients with autoimmune
hemolysis or with inherited defects of the Embden-Meyerhof pathway
or the glutathione reductase pathway. Patients with inherited disorders
of the hemoglobin molecule or red cell membrane generally have a lifelong clinical history typical of the disease process. Those with chronic
hemolytic disease, such as hereditary spherocytosis, may actually present
not with anemia but with a complication stemming from the prolonged
increase in red cell destruction such as symptomatic bilirubin gallstones
or splenomegaly. Patients with chronic hemolysis are also susceptible
to aplastic crises if an infectious process interrupts red cell production.
The differential diagnosis of an acute or chronic hemolytic event
requires the careful integration of family history, the pattern of clinical
presentation, and—whether the disease is congenital or acquired—
careful examination of the peripheral blood smear. Precise diagnosis
may require more specialized laboratory tests, such as hemoglobin
electrophoresis or a screen for red cell enzymes. Acquired defects in
red cell survival are often immunologically mediated and require a
direct or indirect antiglobulin test or a cold agglutinin titer to detect
the presence of hemolytic antibodies or complement-mediated red cell
destruction (Chap. 129).

TREATMENT

POLYCYTHEMIA
Polycythemia is defined as an increase in the hemoglobin above normal. This increase may be real or only apparent because of a decrease
in plasma volume (spurious or relative polycythemia). The term
erythrocytosis may be used interchangeably with polycythemia, but
some draw a distinction between them: erythrocytosis implies documentation of increased red cell mass, whereas polycythemia refers to
any increase in red cells. Often patients with polycythemia are detected
through an incidental finding of elevated hemoglobin or hematocrit
levels. Concern that the hemoglobin level may be abnormally high is
usually triggered at 170 g/L (17 g/dL) for men and 150 g/L (15 g/dL)
for women. Hematocrit levels >50% in men or >45% in women may be
abnormal. Hematocrits >60% in men and >55% in women are almost
invariably associated with an increased red cell mass. Given that the
machine that quantitates red cell parameters actually measures hemoglobin concentrations and calculates hematocrits, hemoglobin levels
may be a better index.
Features of the clinical history that are useful in the differential diagnosis include smoking history; current living at high altitude; or a history of congenital heart disease, sleep apnea, or chronic lung disease.
Patients with polycythemia may be asymptomatic or experience
symptoms related to the increased red cell mass or the underlying
disease process that leads to the increased red cell mass. The dominant
symptoms from an increased red cell mass are related to hyperviscosity
and thrombosis (both venous and arterial), because the blood viscosity
increases logarithmically at hematocrits >55%. Manifestations range
from digital ischemia to Budd-Chiari syndrome with hepatic vein
thrombosis. Abdominal vessel thromboses are particularly common.
Neurologic symptoms such as vertigo, tinnitus, headache, and visual
disturbances may occur. Hypertension is often present. Patients with
polycythemia vera may have aquagenic pruritus and symptoms related
to hepatosplenomegaly. Patients may have easy bruising, epistaxis, or
bleeding from the gastrointestinal tract. Peptic ulcer disease is common. Patients with hypoxemia may develop cyanosis on minimal exertion or have headache, impaired mental acuity, and fatigue.
The physical examination usually reveals a ruddy complexion.
Splenomegaly favors polycythemia vera as the diagnosis (Chap. 131).
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